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Congress Turns Fall Attention to Tax Reform 
Congressional Republicans had hoped to use their August recess to sell tax reform and drum up 
support for it from the American public, but their efforts were largely overlooked as North Korea, 
Charlottesville, the solar eclipse, and Hurricane Harvey dominated the news.   

President Trump closed out the month on August 30 with a campaign-style rally in Missouri where 
he pressed Members of Congress to join together and pass tax reform. Outlining four principles for 
reform, Mr. Trump envisions a tax code that:  

• Is simplified, easy to understand, and that eliminates loopholes that currently benefit 
wealthy Americans and special interests  

• Creates more jobs and higher wages for Americans  
• Provides tax relief for middle-income families, allowing them to keep more of their 

paychecks 
• Will bring back $3-5 trillion of U.S. corporate profits now parked overseas to avoid high 

U.S. taxes  

Although the President’s tax reform speech was far overshadowed by media coverage of the 
devastation caused by Hurricane Harvey, this was only the first of several pro-reform speeches the 
President will make around the country in the coming weeks and months.  

National Economic Council Director Gary Cohn recently said the Ways and Means Committee will 
write a tax bill “in the next three or four weeks” but there are major decisions still to be made, 
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including whether or not to make the legislation revenue-neutral and whether or not changes should 
be temporary or permanent. Those decisions are expected to be finalized by the end of September.  

Mixed signals cloud status of “Rothification.” 

Regarding the “Rothification” proposal that would reduce or eliminate pre-tax benefits for 401(k) 
plans and IRAs, Ways and Means Committee Chairman Kevin Brady (R-TX) has been very vocal 
that pro-growth tax reform should promote policies that encourage more Americans to save and 
plan for their retirement. He has not specifically referenced the Rothification proposal, but several 
members of the tax-writing committees reported in August that the proposal is “off the table.”   

Others, however, have suggested it is still under consideration as a revenue raiser to help cover the 
cost of lowering income tax rates. A leaked White House tax reform memo notes tax incentives for 
home ownership and charitable giving will be protected in tax reform, but all other incentives will be 
reduced/eliminated.  

This seems to threaten retirement-savings incentives by omission.  

The path forward on comprehensive tax reform is unclear. 

Keeping the tax-reform ball rolling, tax teams representing House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI), Ways 
and Means Committee Chairman Kevin Brady (R-TX), Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-
KY), Senate Finance Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch (R-UT), Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin 
and National Economic Council Director Gary Cohn have been meeting almost daily.   

However, Congress has yet to pass a Fiscal Year 2018 budget, which is needed to authorize future 
passage of a budget reconciliation bill that the Republican leaders intend to use to move 
comprehensive tax reform. Without the reconciliation process, 60 votes would be needed to pass a 
tax reform package in the Senate, and that would require help from the Democrats.  

To date, there is no indication of any effort to make tax reform a bipartisan effort. Given the short 
amount of time left in the year, there is much speculation that comprehensive tax reform will yield to 
a year-end tax cut bill — if that.  

DOL Fiduciary Rule Set for 18-Month Delay 
The Department of Labor (DOL) released a batch of Fiduciary Rule guidance in August. Most 
notably, DOL released two pieces of guidance intended to lighten the immediate impact of three of 
the Fiduciary Rule’s new and revised prohibited transaction exemptions (PTEs):  

1. A proposed 18-month extension of the Fiduciary Rule’s transition period for these PTEs. 
2. A non-enforcement policy regarding the arbitration limitations required under DOL’s two 

new prohibited transaction exemptions.  

DOL also provided a few additional targeted, but important, FAQs to flesh out the Fiduciary Rule’s 
revised definition of investment advice.   
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On August 30, 2017, DOL released a proposal to extend the Fiduciary Rule’s transition period for 
certain associated PTEs for an additional 18 months until July 1, 2019. The preamble to the 
proposed extension notes that the primary purpose of the delay is to give DOL the time necessary 
to consider possible changes and alternatives to the exemptions affected by the Fiduciary Rule’s 
existing transition period (i.e., the Best Interest Contract Exemption (BICE), PTE 84-24, and the 
Principal Transactions Exemption). Comments on DOL’s proposed extension were due on or before 
September 15, 2017. 

If DOL’s proposal is finalized as proposed, “[t]he same rules and standards in effect now would 
remain in effect throughout the duration of the extended Transition Period.” This means that, until 
July 1, 2019, firms relying on the BICE would be eligible for exemptive relief as long as they comply 
with the Impartial Conduct Standards that require advisers to:  

• Act in their client’s “best interest” 
• Make no misleading statements 
• Earn no more than reasonable compensation 

During this period, all annuities could continue to be sold under PTE 84-24 as long as the Impartial 
Conduct Standards and the other conditions of PTE 84-24, including certain disclosures, are met. 
This transition period, however, does not apply to the regulation itself, meaning the expanded list of 
activities that trigger fiduciary status, which went into effect on June 9, 2017, will continue to apply. 

DOL Announces Non-Enforcement Fiduciary Policy 
On August 30, 2017, DOL announced a new non-enforcement policy regarding the provisions of the 
BICE and Principal Transactions Exemption that prohibit a financial institution from contractually 
requiring retirement investors to agree to a waiver or qualification of the retirement investor’s right to 
bring or participate in a class action or other representative action in court — the so-called 
Arbitration Limitation. DOL is no longer defending the Arbitration Limitation in its litigation with 
Fiduciary Rule opponents.  

DOL’s new and indefinite non-enforcement policy adopts DOL’s litigation position by indicating that 
DOL will not pursue a claim against any fiduciary based on its failure to satisfy the Arbitration 
Limitation condition in the BICE or the Principal Transactions Exemption. DOL’s announcement also 
says that the Treasury Department and Internal Revenue Service will harmonize their enforcement 
policies with DOL’s non-enforcement policy on this issue. 
  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2017-18520.pdf
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ebsa/employers-and-advisers/guidance/field-assistance-bulletins/2017-03
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DOL Releases Fiduciary Rule FAQs 
A summary of the FAQs is provided below: 

Contribution recommendation  

First, the new FAQs make clear that recommendations from plans or plan service providers to 
encourage additional savings or contributions to a plan or IRA are not fiduciary advice, provided that 
investment-related recommendations are not included.  

Prior FAQ guidance had suggested that it may be fiduciary advice simply to recommend that an 
individual contribute to a plan or IRA (or increase contributions), so this clarification was welcome.  
The new FAQs also make clear that a recommendation to a plan administrator or other plan 
fiduciary regarding how to increase participation or contributions is not fiduciary advice, provided 
that investment-related recommendations are not included.   

408(b)(2) transition relief   

Second, the new FAQs address the interaction of the new Fiduciary Rule and the “408(b)(2) 
disclosure” rules, which generally require a service provider to disclose its fiduciary status and 
inform the plan if that status changes. DOL provided 408(b)(2) transition relief for certain service 
providers who have become investment advice fiduciaries as a result of the changes that became 
applicable on June 9, 2017.  

During the Fiduciary Rule transition period, any service provider that has newly become a fiduciary 
as a result of the Fiduciary Rule’s changes may be treated as satisfying its 408(b)(2) disclosure 
obligations even if its disclosures do not expressly use the term “fiduciary.”  

This transition relief is conditioned on the service provider making an accurate and complete 
description of the services that will be performed under the contract or arrangement. If a service 
provider has previously said that it is not a fiduciary, it will not be eligible for this transition relief until 
it has removed or corrected its affirmatively incorrect statement. In that case, DOL will treat the 
service provider as satisfying its 408(b)(2) disclosure obligations as long as the corrected 
disclosures are made “as soon as practicable” after June 9, 2017, even though such changes would 
otherwise be required under the normal 408(b)(2) rules no more than 60 days after June 9, 2017. 
  

https://www.dol.gov/sites/default/files/ebsa/about-ebsa/our-activities/resource-center/faqs/coi-transition-period-2.pdf
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IRS Issues Harvey and Irma Relief 
In light of the devastation caused by hurricanes Harvey and Irma, the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS) and other regulators have announced certain relief for individuals and businesses that have 
been affected by the storms.   

First, IRS announced that taxpayers affected by Harvey will have until January 31, 2018 to file 
returns, pay taxes, and perform other time-sensitive acts required under the Internal Revenue Code 
(Code) and regulations, if the taxpayers’ original or extended deadlines for performing such acts 
would have otherwise fallen between August 23, 2017 and January 31, 2018. A detailed list of the 
extended deadlines specifically impacting employee benefit plans is described in Revenue 
Procedure 2007-56, Section 8. This list includes deadlines related to Form 5500 filings, required 
minimum distributions, and loan repayment schedules, among others. 

On September 12, IRS announced relief for victims of Irma that “parallels that granted last month to 
victims of Hurricane Harvey. This includes an additional filing extension for taxpayers with valid 
extensions that run out on Oct. 16, and businesses with extensions that run out on Sept. 15.” In 
addition, “The IRS is offering this relief to any area designated by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA), as qualifying for individual assistance. Parts of Florida, Puerto Rico 
and the Virgin Islands are currently eligible, but taxpayers in localities added later to the disaster 
area, including those in other states, will automatically receive the same filing and payment relief.” 

Second, the IRS has published Announcement 2017-11, which relaxes the procedural and 
administrative rules that normally apply to loans and hardship distributions for individuals affected by 
Hurricane Harvey. This relief is intended to ensure that individual taxpayers affected by the storm 
can receive loans and hardship distributions from their retirement plans without being slowed down 
by the Code’s procedural and technical requirements. Under Announcement 2017-11, “a qualified 
employer plan will not be treated as failing to satisfy any requirement under the Code or regulations 
merely because the plan makes a loan, or a hardship distribution for a need arising from Hurricane 
Harvey.” This Hurricane Harvey loan and hardship distribution relief is very similar to the loan and 
hardship distribution relief the IRS has granted in response to similar disasters in the past, such as 
Hurricane Matthew and Hurricane Sandy. 

The IRS has also published Announcement 2017-13, which relaxes the procedural and 
administrative rules that normally apply to loans and hardship distributions for individuals affected by 
Hurricane Irma. This relief is substantially similar to the relief described for Hurricane Harvey victims 
described in the previous paragraph. 

Third, the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) announced its own disaster relief in 
response to Hurricane Harvey. Under that relief, PBGC is waiving certain penalties and extending 
certain deadlines until January 31, 2018. For example, PBGC is waiving late payment penalties 
from “designated persons” for any premiums due between August 23, 2017 and January 31, 2018, 
if the eventual filing is made by January 31, 2018. PBGC is not, however, waiving the applicable 
interest with respect to such payments. PBGC’s announcement is very clear that its relief does not 

https://www.irs.gov/uac/newsroom/tax-relief-for-victims-of-hurricane-harvey-in-texas
https://www.irs.gov/irb/2007-34_IRB/ar13.html
https://www.irs.gov/irb/2007-34_IRB/ar13.html
https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/irs-gives-tax-relief-to-victims-of-hurricane-irma-like-harvey-extension-filers-have-until-jan-31-to-file-additional-relief-planned
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/a-17-11.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/a-17-13.pdf
https://www.pbgc.gov/prac/other-guidance/dr/dr17-09
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cover all filings from a “designated person” that must be made to PBGC. However, in addition to the 
relief expressly discussed in PBGC’s notice, PBGC indicates that it will grant other relief where 
appropriate on a case-by-case basis. PBGC’s Hurricane Harvey disaster relief is very similar to 
previous relief granted by PBGC following similar disasters. 

DOL Issues Harvey and Irma Relief 
The Department of Labor (DOL) issued a press release on August 30 that announces relief from a 
few ERISA rules, some of which piggyback on the IRS’s press release. The release covers other 
ERISA-specific rules, including the deadline to forward employee payroll contributions and issue 
black-out notices. 

DOL’s Employee Benefits Security Administration (EBSA) also issued FAQs for Participants and 
Beneficiaries Following Hurricane Harvey. Unlike the Hurricane Harvey guidance mentioned above, 
which is primarily directed toward retirement plans and plan administrators, the EBSA guidance is 
intended to answer practical questions from health and retirement plan participants affected by 
Harvey. For examples: 

• What should I do if my pension payments do not arrive? 
• Can I get money out of my retirement plan to help me? 

The DOL announced on September 15 employee benefit plan compliance guidance and relief for 
victims of Hurricane Irma that parallels that which it already provided to victims of Hurricane Harvey 
regarding verification procedures for plan loans and distributions, participant contributions and loan 
payments, blackout notices, and group health plan compliance. 

(Back to the Table of Contents) 

https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/ebsa/ebsa20170830
https://www.dol.gov/sites/default/files/ebsa/about-ebsa/our-activities/resource-center/faqs/faqs-for-participants-beneficiaries-following-hurricane-harvey.pdf
https://www.dol.gov/sites/default/files/ebsa/about-ebsa/our-activities/resource-center/faqs/faqs-for-participants-beneficiaries-following-hurricane-harvey.pdf
https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/ebsa/ebsa20170915
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Keeping watch 

You can find the most recent information on issues affecting governmental defined contribution 
plans, plan sponsors and plan participants in the Employer page of our plan website, 
NRSforu.com. In addition, we report guidance on legislative and regulatory activity relevant to 
government sector plans through: 

 Federal Legislative and Regulatory Report – distributed monthly and posted in the Plan 
Sponsor section of NRSforu.com. It’s available online and for download. 

 Plan Sponsor Alerts – published as needed to announce breaking news. 
 Governmental 457(b) Guidebook 

About this report 

BOB BEASLEY, CRC, Communications Consultant, edits this report. Beasley brings 25 years of 
financial services communications experience to your plan. He has contributed to past editions 
of the 457(b) Governmental Guidebook, edits countless newsletters and plan sponsor 
communications, and in 2001 authored “What you should know about the Economic Growth 
and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001.” He often voices Nationwide’s online presentations 
and telephone greetings. 

Beasley has served on the Education and Communication Committee for the Plan Sponsor 
Council of America and as a member of the National Association of Government Defined 
Contribution Administrators. 

Nationwide, the Nationwide N & Eagle, and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company.  
© 2017 Nationwide 
NRM-15301AO (09/2017) 
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